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PINSTRIPING BRUSHES
Kafka Signature Series Scrollers

series 1660

All Kafka signature series pinstriping brushes can turn corners without
“flare-out” and without the user “rolling the brush”— just lift and work
the tip for designs that usually take years to master. Works equally well
with urethanes and oil-based enamels
Size 0 — 20.75 ea.
The size 0 brush is the smallest available. It’s capable of turning very tight corners and
very fine design work while still maintaining great line consistency due to the nature of design and combination
of synthetic and natural hair.
Size 1 — 20.75 ea.
The size 1 is slightly larger than the 0 and will perform the same as the 0 with a
slightly heavier line. As with all the Kafka brushes, they perform with oil-based enamels as well as urethane
striping paint.
Size 3 — 20.75 ea.
The size 3 will work in a wide variety of applications from scroll striping to shorter,
long-line designs. This brush will give the user greater control in all applications and flatten the learning curve
for novice stripers. The size 3 is also the most used favorite of its designer, Steve Kafka.
Size 5 — 21.25 ea.
The size 5, which is slightly larger than the size 3, holds more paint and will accomplish
heavier designs with ease. Depending on pressure, the line thickness can reach 1/4” and fine lines to 1/16” in
the other direction. This brush is a favorite for outlining larger flame layouts, cars, trucks, and semi trucks.
Size 6 — 21.25 ea.
The size 6 will give you the heavier lines needed in many instances, but still can
deliver delicate design work. It’s used for initial layouts followed by smaller sizes for more delicate additions in

Kafka Signature Series Longliners
This series of longliner brushes was designed to run consistent, long lines with greater line quality
and control. The handles were left long so they may be trimmed to fit inside the web of your hand,
or to use as they are. The longliner series has received incredible accolades from all of the top longline pinstripers
Size 5/0 — 23.50 ea.
The 5/0 is the finest longliner brush available. It will lay pin lines for incredible
distances with ease and beautiful line quality. It soon will become the standard for the fine line stripers
everywhere.
Size 3/0 — 23.50 ea.
The 3/0 will match any brush currently available for fine line work, but
surpasses them all for durability, line quality, and control.
Size 00 — 23.50 ea.
The 00 is probably favored for lines on most cars. Other brands of brushes
include the size 00, but when you use our other sizes the reason for us making a variety becomes clear.
Size 0 — 24.50 ea.
The size 0 brush performs all longliner functions as the size 1, just not as
heavy. Synthetic and natural hairs are used for long life, line consistency, and control.
Size 1 — 24.95 ea.
Size 1, the largest brush of this series, holds lots of paint and will do over a
¼” (6.4 mm) line with ease. It will also do fine lines with less pressure perfectly

Kafka Design Series Short Stroke Brush
we have a shorter version of our number one seller, the #3 signature series scrolling brush. This will
help the new pinstriper navigate intricate loops and scroll designs easily and flame outlines will be
achieved with greater ease.
It has a gold plated ferrule, a dark stained natural wood handle, and the most successful hair
combination. One size only. - 22.50 ea.
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see video

